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Abstract 

This paper presents a general picture of international practices on departmental 

establishment and a convergence theory of departmentalization. In the past three 

decades, countries worldwide are gradually transforming their department structure 

toward core functions of the countries, which include thirteen to fourteen policy areas. 

Other than a few special countries, most OECD nations tend to keep around fifteen 

departments. The major exceptions are Commonwealth countries which tend to have 

more than 20 departments and frequently reshuffle departmental structure. The countries 

having less than 10 departments are usually the ones with smaller population such as 

Iceland, Swiss, and Hungary. Despite the few exceptions, the general rule of 

departmental  structures of governments is that, regardless of population sizes, the 

presence of 13 core functions and 15 departments are common and converging since 

1980’s New Public Management movement. 
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Rule of Fifteen Departments? 
A Convergence Theory of Governmental Organization 

Organizational arrangement is one of the central tasks of any government. For 

democratic countries, departmental arrangement and the announcement of the 

designated appointees in the central government is the most important ceremony of any 

new administration. Although central government organizations can take many forms in 

agency, bureau, commission, regulatory body, or any name other than department 

(ministry), departmental structure is always the central concern of domestic as well as 

international political arena. Departmental structure can be quite stable or extremely 

volatile in any specific country depending on various factors like constitutional 

constraints, political and administrative culture and custom, or external, international 

environment. In the age of globalization and information technology, it is quite 

interesting and necessary to study whether the departmental structures in the modern 

world present any uniformed profile and similar components of the cabinet. 

Research on the structure of administrative arrangements of central government 

has presented various approaches. But few studies focused on exploring the essential 

functions that a central government must have in modern world in order to fulfill every 

aspect of governmental services desired by the people. Davis et al. argued that there are 

five strands of government structure studies (Davis, 1999). First, there are government 

reports and statements that offer explanations for government structure decisions. 

Second, there is literature that assesses organizational change in particular government 

departments. This strand tends to emphasize the consequences of specific restructuring 

rather than the patterns of reorganization. Third, the group of studies focuses on 

evaluating and comparing wide-scale government reorganization. These studies outline 

reasons of reorganization, the process of change, similar reorganization of countries, 
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and the consequences of governance. Fourth, theoretical and comparative literature 

focuses on the operation and structure of government. Davies criticized that these 

studies lied more on questions of governmental structure change should be explained 

than on lessons from experience. The fifth strand, which Davis adopts, comprises 

longitudinal studies of governmental structure in particular countries, which are UK, 

Australia, and Canada.   

This paper will combine the fourth and fifth strands to explore the central question: 

do the governmental departments of different countries present similar arrangement in 

the era of globalization? What are the core functions of governmental services that 

require a department status and cabinet level standing and voice? If there are core 

departments of central government, are they presented in every country, or at least in 

most Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries? 

Considering the dramatic change brought by the New Public Management movement in 

the 1980’s, is there any convergence situation happened on the number of the 

departments in the world? If so, is there any country which pushed the administrative 

reorganization to realize the “right-sized” structure of departments? This paper dwells 

on the above questions and will argue for the “Rule of 15 departments” principle for the 

future governmental reorganization. 

The cases of governmental reorganization at the cabinet level in the world are numerous 

and it is difficult to find certain pattern to explain general or specific reorganizational 

movements. Generally speaking, there are six reasons for governmental reorganization (Pollitt, 

1984): 

1) To mark a change in emphasis. 

2) To create an impression of reform or dynamism. 

3) To adapt to changes in the outside environment. 

4) To achieve efficiency, savings or co-ordination. 
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5) To administrator a new government function. 

6) To ease the prime minister’s cabinet problems. 

 

These reasons can be intervened to influence the reorganization process and grouped into 

three dimensions: political necessities (1, 2, 5, 6); administration (4); and external necessity (3). 

However, constitutional structure and convention seem to be the dominant factors in carrying 

out the governmental reorganization that policy makers prefer. The cumulative process of 

American departmental structure represents the legal rigidity of presidential system imbedded 

in the constitutional framework in which—the cooperation between president and congress is 

prerequisite to add new department. On the other hand, Commonwealth countries like UK, 

Canada, New Zealand, and Australia prefer to reshuffle the departmental structure as prime 

ministers see fit. For most other countries, the cumulative and stable governmental structure 

tradition of the US and the “hyperactive” nature of the constant reorganization of 

Commonwealth countries tend to be outliers on the issue of governmental reorganization. 

Most other OECD countries reorganize their departments based on the government 

functioning consideration and take cautious planning and tedious steps to finish any round of 

reorganization process. Prime targets of reorganization generally focus on administrative 

efficiency and the response to the outside world development. 

 

I. America’s Lean Structure 

US departmental “reorganization” happened only once during his more than two hundred 

years of history when the new department of defense replaced departments of navy and 

department of war after the Second World War. All the other new departments are added to the 

original departmental structure with some degree of administrative rearrangement at 

department level and sub-department level. However, departmental reorganization in the U.S. 

federal government after the Second World War was initiated and promoted by almost every 
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president. Departmental reorganization generally follows presidential intention to restructure 

the governmental machine explicitly or implicitly expressed in his campaign platform or 

inaugural speech (Arnold, 1998).  

The long history of US departmental reorganization presents three distinct patterns in 

comparison with parliamentarian countries, especially Commonwealth countries. First, 

congress played an important role in the establishment of a new department. Second, the 

cabinet department system was formed incrementally over the past two hundred years rather 

than reorganized in a grand scale or constant reshuffling (Figure 1). Third, the establishment of 

a new department generally has taken a long time to become reality. But, the addition of 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to the Cabinet is the only incidence in which a new 

department was created after a single, dramatic and catastrophic event of the 911 of 2001. The 

case of DHS shows that the departmental reorganization is more a product of escalated 

organizational restructuring than intentional planning on the part of President Bush.  

 

Figure 1: Changes in US Departments (1989-2002) 

 
Source: Author. 
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America’s lean structure of the central departments comprises two facets of the 

underlining complexities of federal government components. First, American federal 

government is the only country that has three national security related departments: 

Defense, Veteran Administration (VA) and DHS. These three departments consist of 46 

percent of the total U.S. federal executive branch work force of 2.68 million people. The 

three national security related departments consist of 65 percent of 1.93 million people 

working in the 15 departments. Second, other than the 15 departments, American 

federal government has 15 organizations that work with the departments; such as: 

environmental protection agency, general services administration, NASA, social 

security administration and US postal service. These non-departmental agencies consist 

of 35% of the federal executive branch work force and show that they are important part 

of the federal government but they do not generally carry the policy role as those of the 

departments. Since this paper focuses only on primary policy departments, those 

non-departmental agencies will not be discussed. 

 

II. Commonwealth Countries’ Hyperactivism 

Contrary to American history that keeps small departmental structure as evidenced by the 

11 departments until Carter years, Commonwealth countries maintain vastly grand 

departmental structure at the department level and constantly change administrative 

components. The architecture of ministers (the word of department as used in Commonwealth 

countries) tends to reflect the policy priorities of the new cabinet in achieving policy outcome 

through new organizational arrangements. New ministries may be created while others remain 

the same or reorganized. In a detailed and graphical study of the departmental reorganization in 

Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom between 1950 to 1997, Davis concluded that 

departmental reorganization is a prime ministerial prerogative (Davis et al., 1999: 37). 

Sometimes a new prime minister announces departmental changes before cabinet is sworn into 
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office. Even in established governments, departmental changes can come as a surprise for the 

ministers.  

Although Davis’ article described that, in Australia and UK, the majority of departmental 

change in the total number of departments occurred gradually, that is, increasing or decreasing 

by one or two departments at a time, the longitudinal changes of the number of departments is 

dramatic when compared with the U.S. experience (Davis, 1999: 29). Australia changed the 

structure of departments and the sum of departments so often that consistent pattern of 

departmental structure almost could not be recognized. According to Davis’s report, during the 

last three decades of the twentieth century, every Australian prime minister changed most 

departments in names and in organizational functions. In Australia, the number of departments 

swung between 17 and 37 during the three decades. In comparison, the number was between 

20 to 32 for Canada, and between 17 to 29 for the U.K.. Many departmental studies on 

parliamentarian countries agreed that departmental reorganization were initiated as a policy 

tool of the respective prime minister. Wettenhall argued that government machinery is linked 

to the “overarching policy direction set in accordance with the conception of the public interest 

held by the government of the day” (Wettenhall, 1986: 240). Departmental reorganization thus 

is based on the “dynamics of political purposes,” and resembles a pendulum constantly swing 

from centrist to decentrist solutions, from consolidation to fragmentation, and from reformism 

to skepticism. 

The constant reshuffling of departmental structure in Commonwealth countries obviously 

reveals the power and flexibility that prime minister enjoys in the constitutional environment 

and convention. The “Next Steps” program in the U.K., which changed the whole civil service 

and organizational landscape after 1990’s also show that organizational shuffling is widely 

accepted as convention of UK. Since Commonwealth countries tend to reorganize constantly 

and frequently to the extent that systematic comparison among countries and across timelines 

becomes impossible, this paper will not distinguish their department evolution pattern further. 
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III. Core Functions of Departments of OECD Countries 

Organizational theories explain in great length about the forms and functions any type of 

organization will adopt, and the advantages and disadvantages they may have in theory and 

practice. But few public administration literatures examine what core functions that modern 

countries should have and accord a department status in order to function as a whole central 

government. It has not been widely discussed what kind of organizational arrangement will be 

better for all or specific countries based on some special considerations. The better size, in 

terms of the number of departments, of the central governmental structure has never been 

proposed or debated.  

This paper hypothesizes that there are certain core functions which should be bestowed 

with cabinet level standing and department arrangement. It is further hypothesized that there is 

an appropriate range of the number of the core functions of the central government. As a 

country becomes more developed, the number of administrative functions should grow 

accordingly. However, if the perceived functions become so diverse such that too many 

departments are installed, cabinet level discussion will become inefficient and out of control on 

the part of the top executive. The cases of OECD countries are chosen for the reason that these 

countries have evolved from various cycles of governmental reorganization after their 

constitutional democracy established. 

Brian Chapman identified five traditional core functions of government, foreign affairs, 

justice, finance, defense and war, and internal affairs since the Roman Empire period 

(Chapman, 1959: 48-61). When the governmental services expanded to accommodate the 

social development and various citizen needs in the western countries, new departments are 

gradually added to the cabinet list, such as education, agriculture, transportation, social security. 

Richard Rose reported that, after studying the number of central government departments in 

many Western countries between mid-nineteenth centuries to the early 1980s, the average 

number of departments has gone from 9.4 to 19.2 per country (Rose, 1984: 157). Jean Blondel 
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pointed out that the most rapid expansion was from the late 1940s to the mid-1970s when 

average number of departments rose from about 12 to almost 19 (Blondel, 1982: 176). 

Ferrel Heady stated that central government departments normally number from around 

twelve to about thirty, depending upon various consideration specific to each country. Relevant 

factors include preference on specialized or composite units, the range of governmental 

program areas, the size of the country’s population, ideological considerations, geographical 

location, and other factors (Heady, 2001: 80). Heady also pointed out that parliamentary 

governments tend to have higher numbers of departments and more short-range fluctuation. 

All of these studies did not propose an optimum number of departments, nor discuss about the 

theoretical or empirical components of ideal departments. 

After reviewing the past studies on the number of departments, the following sections will 

examine the cases of OECD countries to analyze the core functions of every country that a 

department covers and the number of departments in the past thirty-five years. The first point 

of reference is the classification system of the functions of government (COFOG) by OECD 

(OECD website). OECD breakdowns central government expenditures by function into the 

following 10 areas: general public services, defense, public order and safety, economic affairs, 

environmental protection, housing and community amenities, health, 

recreation/culture/religion, education, and social protection. These first level divisions of 

COFOG point out the core aggregate of functions that government need to deal with. Other 

than general public services, all the other functions tend to be clearly identified policy areas. 

According to OECD, general public services are defined as the following various government 

activities: executive and legislative organs/financial and fiscal affairs/external affairs, foreign 

economic aid, general services, basic research, R & D general public services, public debt 

transactions, and transfer of a general character between different levels of government. 

Among these activities, two types of policy areas are traditionally identified and established as 

distinctive departmental jurisdictions: finance and foreign affairs.  On the other hand, the core 
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functions of health and social protection are increasingly considered as a unique policy area 

that should be housed in a single department. Since the departmental structure is always an 

important political issue for politicians and political parties of any country and current 

departmental structure probably are the result of hundred year experience of conflict and 

compromise of each country, a single year analysis and longitudinal observation can better 

present the component of core function of governments. The current departmental structures of 

OECD countries in 2015 reveals the core function organization arrangement quite obviously. 

(Table 1) 

First, there are 13 essential core function departments in almost every country. They are: 

interior, foreign affairs, defense, justice, finance, economic affairs, education, transportation, 

health, agriculture, environment, labor and culture. The title of the core function department 

may comprise one or more other functions, albeit quite related or similar. (Table 2) 

For example, the department of interior could be named the department of internal affairs, 

home affairs, or internal administration. The department of interior also can be named 

department of interior and Kingdom Relations (Netherlands), government administration and 

home affairs (Korea), or internal affairs and communication (Japan). Department of foreign 

affairs is frequently attached with a related trade business and can be named as department of 

foreign affairs and trade, or department of foreign affairs and foreign trade (Ireland, New 

Zealand, Hungary, Australia), foreign affairs and development cooperation (Belgium), foreign 

affairs and cooperation (Spain), foreign affairs and international development (France). 
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Table 1: Core Function Departments of OECD 
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Table 2：Titles of departments by function and country 

Dept. Other name or another Dept. Affiliated Name Country 

Interior 

Internal Affairs  New Zealand 

Local Government & 

Modernization 

 Norway 

Office for Administrative 

Affairs 

 Sweden 

Home Affairs  Switzerland 

Belgium 

Spain 

Internal Administration  Portugal 

 Kingdom Relations Netherlands 

Government Administration 

& Home Affairs 

 Korea 

Home Office  UK 

Internal Affairs Communications Japan 

Foreign 

Affairs 

1. State 

2. Foreign & European 

Affairs 

 Luxembourg 

 Trade Ireland 

New Zealand 

Hungary 

Australia 

 & Europe & Integration Austria 

 Foreign Trade & Development 

Cooperation 

Belgium 

 Cooperation Spain 

 International Development France 

 1. International Development 

2. Foreign & Commonwealth Office 

UK 

State  United States 

Defense 

Homeland Security  Luxembourg 

 Civil Protection & Sport Switzerland 

 Sports Austria 

Justice 

 Equality Ireland 

 Public Security Norway 

 Police Switzerland 
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 Security Netherlands 

 Attorney General of Canada Canada 

 Consumer Protection Germany 

Finance 

 Economic Affairs Iceland 

1. Inland Revenue 

2. Treasury 

 New Zealand 

Treasury & Public 

Administration Services 

 Spain 

 Strategy Korea 

 Economics Italy 

 Public Accounts France 

1. HM Treasury 

2. UK Export Finance 

 UK 

 Public Credit Mexico 

Treasury  United States 

Economic 

Affairs 

 Interior Denmark 

1. Business, Innovation & 

Employment 

2. Primary Industries 

 New Zealand 

Trade, Industry & Fisheries  Norway 

 Employment Finland 

 Education & Research Switzerland 

Enterprise & Innovation  Sweden 

Industry & Trade  Czech 

 SMEs, Self-Employed & Energy Belgium 

Development, 

Competitiveness & Shipping 

 Greece 

1. Industry 

2. Fisheries & Oceans 

3. International Trade 

 Canada 

 Competitiveness Spain 

1. Trade, Industry & 

Energy 

2. Oceans & Fisheries 

 Korea 

Economic Development  Italy 

 Industry & the Digital Sector France 

Business &Innovation & 

Skills 

 UK 
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 Energy Germany 

 Trade & Industry Japan 

Commerce  United States 

Education 

 Science & Culture Iceland 

Netherlands 

 Children & Youth Luxembourg 

 Skills Ireland 

 Research Norway 

Sweden 

Germany 

 Culture Finland 

 Science, Research & Sport Slovakia 

 Women's Affairs Austria 

 Science Portugal 

 Youth & Sports Czech 

 Lifelong Learning & Religious Affairs Greece 

 Training Australia 

 Culture & Sport Spain 

 University & Research Italy 

National Education, Higher 

Education & Research 

 France 

Public Education  Mexico 

 Culture, Sports, Science & Technology Japan 

Transportation 

 Tourism & Sport Ireland 

 Communications Norway 

Finland 

Mexico 

 Construction & Regional Development Slovakia 

 Innovation & Technology Austria 

 Mobility Belgium 

 Infrastructure, Transport & Networks Greece 

 Land & Infrastructure Korea 

 Infrastructure Italy 

 Maritime Affairs & Communications Turkey 

 Digital Infrastructure Germany 

 Land & Infrastructure & Tourism Japan 

Health Welfare  Iceland 
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 Care Services Norway 

 Prevention Denmark 

 Social Affairs Sweden 

 Food Chain Safety & Environment Belgium 

 Social Solidarity Greece 

 Welfare & Sport Netherlands 

 Social Services & Equality Spain 

 Welfare Korea 

 Labor & Welfare Japan 

 Human Services United States 

Agriculture 

 Viticulture & Consumer Protection Luxembourg 

 Food & Marine Ireland 

 Food Norway 

Germany 

 Forestry Finland 

Italy 

 Food & Fisheries Denmark 

 Rural Development Slovakia 

Poland 

 Forestry, Environment & Water 

Management 

Austria 

 Sea Portugal 

Rural Development & Food  Greece 

 Agri-Food Canada 

 Food & Environmental Affairs Spain 

 Food & Rural Affairs Korea 

 Agrifood & Forestry France 

 Food & Livestock Turkey 

 Livestock, Rural Development, Fisheries 

& Food 

Mexico 

 Forestry & Fisheries Japan 

Environment 

 Natural Resources Iceland 

Sustainable Development & 

Infrastructure 

 Luxembourg 

 Community & Local Government Ireland 

 Climate Norway 

 Transport, Energy & Communications Switzerland 
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 Energy Sweden 

Environment Spatial 

Planning & Energy 

 Portugal 

 Energy & Climate Change Greece 

 Infrastructure Netherlands 

 Land & Sea Italy 

Ecology, Sustainable 

Development & Energy 

 France 

 Food & Rural Affairs UK 

 Planning Turkey 

 Nature Conservation & Nuclear Safety Germany 

 Natural Resources Mexico 

Energy  United States 

Labor 

 Employment & Social and Solidarity 

Economy 

Luxembourg 

Jobs, Enterprise & 

Innovation 

 Ireland 

 Social Affairs Norway 

Czech 

Germany 

Employment  Denmark 

Sweden 

Australia 

 Social Affairs & Family Slovakia 

 Social Affairs & Consumer Protection Austria 

Solidarity, Employment & 

Social Security 

 Portugal 

Human Capacity  Hungary 

 Employment & Social Dialogue Belgium 

 Social Security Greece 

Turkey 

 Social Policy Poland 

Italy 

Employment & Social 

Security 

 Spain 

 Employment Korea 

 Employment, Vocational Training & 

Social Dialogue 

France 
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Work & Pensions  UK 

 Social Welfare Mexico 

Culture 

Arts, Heritage & the 

Gaeltacht 

 Ireland 

 Heritage New Zealand 

 Arts, Constitution & Media Austria 

State of Culture  Portugal 

 Tourism Greece 

Turkey 

Canadian Heritage  Canada 

 National Heritage Poland 

 Sports & Tourism Korea 

Cultural Heritage & Tourism  Italy 

 Communication France 

 Media & Sport UK 

Source: Author. 

 

The name of department of economic affairs has many expressions in the combination of 

related functions in different countries. Other than the most popular name of department of 

economic affairs, economy, or economic development, there are department of trade and 

industry and fisheries (Norway), economic affairs and education and research (Switzerland), 

economic affairs and industry and the digital sector (France). 

The same situation happens in the name of department of education. It seems that 

department of education tends to have related or auxiliary functions attached to its name of 

education. The functions attached to the department of education include: science and culture 

(Iceland, Netherlands), children and youth (Luxembourg), skills (Ireland), research  (Norway, 

Sweden, Germany), science and research and sport (Slovakia), women’s affairs (Austria), 

science (Portugal), youth and sport (Czech), lifelong learning and religious affairs (Greece), 

training (Australia), culture and sport (Spain), universities and research (Italy), higher 

education and research (France), culture and sport and science and technology (Japan). 
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The remaining core functions of departments, such as transportation, health, agriculture, 

environment, labor, and culture present the same pattern as above departments and the 

department title can reveal its major function with generally clear perception by the public. 

Other than the 13 core functions, the remaining departments of OECD countries have various 

titles that tailored for different countries.  

The 14th core function that can be selected out from the remaining departments is the 

function of research/science/ technology complex. There are only eight OECD countries has 

the department of research/science/ technology. Even for these countries that have the research 

function shown in the department title, the department title tends to be random mix of 

research, science, technology and education.  

Some OECD countries do not have all of the core function departments. But this situation 

is not usual unless the country is very small like Iceland or very unique like Switzerland and 

Hungary that have 8, 7, and 9 departments respectively. Other than these few countries that 

have fewer than 10 departments, core function departments are the backbone of the cabinet 

structure. Three core functions deserve further inspection since some countries do not bestow 

them departmental standing. (Table 3) The first one is the department of agriculture. 

Agriculture does not have a department standing in 6 countries: Iceland, New Zealand, 

Switzerland, Sweden, Belgium, and Netherlands for various reasons. If we ackonwledge 

the fact that Iceland and Switzerland maintain extreme lean administrative structure, and 

can be viewed as outliers, there are only 4 countries without the department of agriculture. 
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Table 3: Countries that do not have some of the 13 “Core Function” Department (2015) 

Department Country 

Defense Iceland 

Environment Hungary 

Justice Iceland, Mexico 

Health and Social Welfare Switzerland, Hungary 

Education Hungary, Belgium, Canada 

Labor Iceland, Switzerland 

Interior Ireland, Australia, Canada 

Agriculture Iceland, New Zealand, Switzerland, Sweden, Belgium, Netherlands 

Culture Switzerland, Hungary, Belgium, Australia, Germany, Mexico, US 

Transportation 
Iceland, Luxembourg, Sweden, Portugal, Hungary, Netherlands, 

Australia, Poland, Spain, France 

Source: Author. 

 

The second core function is culture. If we do not count in the extreme lean 

department arrangement of Switzerland and Hungary, there are five countries without 

the department of culture: Belgium, Australia, Germany, Mexico, and US. 

The third core function that does not have department standing is transportation. If 

Iceland and Hungary are not counted for their lean structure, there are 8 countries which 

do not have the department of transportation. They are: Luxembourg, Sweden, Portugal, 

Netherlands, Australia, Poland, Spain, and France. Since transportation is the least 

established core function department but still exist in more than 65% of the OECD countries, 

this fact alone supports the 13 core functions argument. 

 

IV. Number of Departments of OECD Countries∗ 

It is obvious that there are 13 core functions that are represented in the form of department 

in OECD countries in 2015 administrative arrangement. But exactly how many departments 

are established in these countries should be examined further. Whether or not a trend emerged 
                                                      
∗  1. The number of departments count only department and ministry so that prime minister office and cabinet office are not 

counted; 2. If one cabinet member is a minister with more than two department titles, we count only number of ministers. 
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from the past decades in terms of the number of departments is not only a practical question 

but also an academic issue. Peng used data of 1985 and 2000 of OECD countries to answer 

these two questions (Peng, 2002). 

In 1980, the number of departments among OECD countries ranged from 5 (Poland) to 

32 (New Zealand). It may be assumed that countries with smaller population will have fewer 

departments in the central government and countries with the biggest population will have the 

largest number of departments. Nevertheless, the number of departments is not correlated with 

the population size of the country (Figure 2, the Countries are arranged from the least populous 

country of Iceland to the most populous country of US). At one extreme, New Zealand with 

population of 3.8 million has whopping 32 departments. At the other extreme, the United 

States, with population of 280 million, has only 12 departments. Although most OECD 

countries have roughly 15 departments by then, post-Communist countries have very few 

departments. Hungary and Czech each had 7 departments and Poland had only 5 departments. 

The number of departments of OECD countries changed dramatically in the year of 2000. 

Other than some countries that have very few departments (like Switzerland, 7) or many 

departments (like New Zealand, 26), the number of departments among OECD countries 

spreads from 10 to 19, with one third (10) of the OECD countries centered at 14 to 16 

departments (see Figure 3). Detailed examination of the number and structure of   

departments reveal that there is a remarkable resemblance of the departmental structures 

among OECD countries, regardless of the huge difference of population among them. 
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By the year of 2000, the aforementioned 13 core function departments phenomenon of 

OECD countries has become quite obvious. Among them, three core functions are represented 

by departments in all countries although wording of the departments may be slightly different: 

foreign affairs, finance, and economic affairs. Some core functions are represented by all 

governments except one or two countries. Iceland does not have defense department. UK does 

not have justice department. Swiss does not have agriculture department. Swiss and France 

don’t have health and social security department. Austria and US do not have environment 

department, although the US does have Environment Protection Agency. Other core functions 

are not represented in more than three countries out of 29 member countries: education (federal 

countries tends to delegate education to local government), transportation, labor, interior, and 

culture. Although six countries do not have culture department in their central government, 

culture is still represented in eighty percent of the countries (see Table 4).  
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Table 4: Number of Departments’ Change among OECD Countries (1980 to 2015) 

 

Population in 

2015 

(1,000) 

No. of 

Department 

(1980) 

No. of 

Departments 

Change 

(1980 to 2000) 

No. of 

Department 

(2000) 

No. of 

Departments 

Change 

(2000 to 2015) 

No. of 

Department 

(2015) 

Iceland 329 9 +2 11 -4 7 

Luxembourg 563 8 +11 19 +1 20 

New Zealand 4,584 32 -6 26 +1 27 

Ireland 4,609 14 0 14 +1 15 

Norway 5,165 16 0 16 -1 15 

Finland 5,478 12 0 12 -1 11 

Denmark 5,659 19 0 19 0 19 

Switzerland 8,211 7 0 7 0 7 

Austria 8,579 14 -3 11 +2 13 

Sweden 9,760 14 -4 10 0 10 

Hungary 9,849 7 +7 14 -6 8 

Portugal 10,477 15 0 15 -3 12 

Czech  10,538 7 +7 14 0 14 

Greece 10,992 18 +3 21 -5 16 

Belgium 11,239 17 -6 11 +2 13 

Netherlands 16,899 13 -1 12 -1 11 

Australia 23,824 25 -9 16 +1 17 

Canada 35,702 16 +3 19 +11 30 

Poland 38,484 5 +11 16 +1 17 

Spain 46,464 19 -4 15 -3 12 

Korea 51,342 17 0 17 0 17 

Italy 60,788 26 -8 18 -5 13 

UK 64,800 17 -1 16 +7 23 

France 66,121 21 -11 10 +6 16 

Turkey 77,695 21 -4 17 +4 21 

Germany 81,083 16 -2 14 0 14 

Mexico 121,005 16 +1 17 +2 19 

Japan 126,910 21 -9 12 -1 11 

United States  320,879 12 +2 14 +1 15 

Source: http://www.europaworld.com/welcome?authstatuscode=200. 
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The most noteworthy development of the departmental structure after 1980’s is the 

increase of number of departments in post-Communist countries. Hungary and Czech 

increased from 7 to 14, and Poland increased from 5 to 16. These instances show the 

democratization of these countries from authoritarian system required specialized 

administrative arrangement to take care of the core functions of the government. On the other 

hand, the global competitive environment forced OECD countries to rearrange their 

departmental structure to constitute a more lean and neat cabinet. The limit of fiscal resources, 

the rise of new public management movement, and especially information communication and 

sharing through OECD and other international organizations foster a strong tide of 

administrative reform. Thus during and after the New Public Management of 1980’s 

government reorganization seemed to rest on the “rationalization” of the governmental 

structure, converging to the 13 core functions and becoming a common organization cluster. 

There is a clear downsizing development of government reorganization at work among 

OECD countries in the last two decades of 20th century. Table 4 reveals that all 6 countries 

with more than 20 departments in 1980 have decreased the number of departments 

dramatically in 2000. New Zealand, Australia, Italy, France Turkey, and Japan significantly 

reduced their departments. Japan and France cut their departments by 9 and 11 respectively. 

France reduced from 21 to only 10 departments with its 60 million populations. Japan changed 

to a meager 12 departments from 21 with a huge population of 127 million. In other words, 

other than Commonwealth countries, Swiss (7), and Greece (21), the OECD countries have a 

narrow spread of departments between 10 and 20 in 2000 and mostly centered on 15 

departments with nine countries have 14, 15, and 16 departments, no matter the huge 

difference of their population sizes. 

For countries that had 10 to 20 departments in 1980, most of them also curtailed 

the number of departments to some extent in 2000. Eight countries, including Austria, 

Sweden, Belgium, Spain, Korean, UK, and Germany, reduced 1 to 6 departments from 
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1980 to 2000. Other than the former Communist countries, there are only five countries 

have increased the number of departments: Greece (increased 3 departments), 

Netherland (1), Canada (3), Mexico (1), and US (2). 

The convergence of the number of departments to total of 15 in OECD countries 

becomes more obvious in 2015. Comparing the numbers from 2000 and 2015 (Figure 4), 

two countries moved towards the 15 department target. France increased its number of 

departments from 10 to 16. Greece reduced its number of departments from 21 to 16. 

Austria and Belgium increased from 11 to 13. Other than Commonwealth countries, there 

are only two countries that significantly increased their department number and drifted away 

from the 15 department convergence phenomenon. Turkey increased from 17 departments to 

21 while Hungary reduced from 14 departments to 8. 
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V. Why Is the Rule of 15 Departments Important? 

Changes in organizational structures are frequently a central feature of public 

management reforms, but it is usually difficult to measure their validity in improving 

administrative performance and political accountability.  However, since 1980’s most 

of the countries in the world, after regime changes, carry out organizational changes in 

one way or another. Asian countries are not exception in this regard. Japan congress 

passed its Basic Law of the Administrative Reform of the Central Government in June 

1998 and became effective in 2001. The law changes Japan’s one office and 22 

departmental structure to one Cabinet Office and 12 departments. At the same time, it 

establishes the Independent Administrative Institutions system that similar to the UK’s 

executive type of Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB). 

Korean‘s Government Organization Act was revised about 50 times since it was 

enacted in 1948 (Peng, 2012). There were two major revision of the government 

organization in the last two decades. Korea overhauled its government organization in 

1998 to adapt to the 1997 financial crisis and again in 2008 under President Lee 

Myung-bak. Lee, rather than in response to political or financial crises as before, tried to 

carry out government reengineering and civil service reform simultaneously in order to 

construct a service-oriented government. The 2008 Korean organizational reform 

reduced its original 18 departments (out of 56 organizations in total) to 15 departments 

(out of 45 organizations in total) and slashed more than three thousand staff. Currently 

Korea has 17 departments in which many of them are charged with multiple functions. 

The departments with multiple functions include: Ministry of Science, ICT and Future 

Planning; Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism; Ministry for Food, Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries; Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. Since the fourth 

republic stage of Korea’s elected democracy beginning in 1972, the government 

maintains department size from 15 to 18. 
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Taiwan used to have only 8 departments since 1947 when the organization act was 

established. The reorganization process was initiated in 1987 with 37 cabinet level 

departments and commissions in place by then and completed with a revision of the 

organization act that stipulate 14 departments, 8 commissions in 2020. It took 33 years 

to finish most of the reorganization process and was based on a prudent consensus of 

the 13 core function departments thinking advocated by the author. 

China is the most populous country in the world and had 40 cabinet level 

organizations before 1998 at the time it was pushing for market economy reform. It 

reduced the cabinet level organizations from 40 to 29 in 1998 and decreased again in 

2008 from 29 to 27. China has 20 departments and 5 other organizations in 2015. The 

20 departments include 13 core functions that this paper identified and departments of 

science and technology, land and resources, housing and urban-rural construction, water 

resources, industry and information technology, public security, and supervision.  

These vibrant Asian countries reformed their departmental structure around the 13 

core function departments and converging toward the rule of 15 departments in a 

significant way and realized in the past two decades. These two phenomenons represent 

the rationalization of the state apparatus and maximization of the organizational mass 

that is optimal structure for the modern government.  

Contrary to the obvious trend of OECD countries, Commonwealth countries tend 

to have more than 20 departments and the number of departments fluctuates quite 

dramatically. This situation can be explained by many studies that point to the political 

consideration and prime minister’s prerogative. However, studies also conclude that 

there are many disadvantages arise with the constant and sometimes quick 

reorganization change (Institute for Government, 2010). They may include: 

1. Insufficient policy planning: The majority of changes were insufficiently 

planned, announced at very short notice. 
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2. Poor management: Machinery of government changes are usually poorly managed. 

3. Short reorganization transition time. 

4. High reorganization cost: there are high cost incurred in the first year to cover the 

extra staff and building expenditures required to support ministers. There may have 

extra productivity losses and pay settlements.  

5. Wasted cost of reorganization: It is also argued that administrative savings and 

policy coordination can generally be achieved without department 

reorganization. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

It is found that departmental structures of governments present some convergence in the 

past three decades. There are clear facts which show that thirteen core functions deserve 

cabinet level organization status. Other than a few special countries, most OECD nations tend 

to keep around fifteen departments. The major exceptions are Commonwealth countries which 

tend to have more than 20 departments and frequently reshuffle departmental structure. The 

countries having less than 10 departments are usually the ones with smaller population such as 

Iceland, Swiss, and Hungary. Despite the few exceptions, the general rule of departmental 

structures of governments is that, regardless of population size, the presence of 13 core 

functions and 15 departments are common and converging since 1980’s New Public 

Management movement. 
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